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IN THE SECOND PART OF THIS
PROJECT, THE EXTENDED
FORMER FARM BUILDING ON THE
INNER YARD WAS RENOVATED
AND ASSIGNED NEW FUNCTIONS

Southern Belle
THE INTERIOR OF THIS FORMER FARM BUILDING,
LOCATED IN SOUTHERN EUROPE, BLENDS NATURAL
MATERIALS FOR A COOL, RUSTIC TONE
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his striking farm
renovation project,
located in Weitersfeld,
Lower Austria, began
as a traditional
L-shaped farmhouse
and a simple, nearderelict barn building. The renovations
were undertaken in two parts by the
team at CP Architektur; beginning
in 2007, the larger farmhouse was
converted into a family home with
a kitchen, two bathrooms, three
bedrooms and a cosy living area.
The second phase, launched in
2015 and completed last year, saw
the former barn building renovated
into an entertainment area.

This traditional barn was completely renovated
in 2016 and converted into a stylish, modern
living space. However, the new architecture
still pays homage to its rural roots

The barn’s interior centres around a
showstopping kitchen island that embraces
a sharp black colourway – contrasting
against the rustic wooden surroundings
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The interiors for this striking property
required a truly original aesthetic that
would match the manner of its unique
exterior. To create this, the team began
by gutting the building up to the roof
truss and crafting a central catwalk
parallel to the roof ridge. This wooden
catwalk leads to a mezzanine level
above the dining area, which is used
as a cosy retreat for reading and
relaxing. Walk back along the walkway
to the northern side of the roof, and
the homeowner will reach a small
storage space that – in combination
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This extended housing area was gutted up to the roof truss and given a long central catwalk,
leading to a mezzanine. The parallel open sides allow the eye to see right up to the lofty barn
roof, extending the visual parameters of the room and creating a spacious feel

THE KITCHEN IS DEFINED BY A MODERN
ONE-WALL STORAGE SYSTEM, ICONIC
ISLAND AND RUSTIC WALNUT DINING TABLE
with the integrated shelving downstairs
– ensures the ground floor can
be kept clean and clutter-free, to
maintain its minimalist appeal.
CP Architektur selected a bespoke
multifunctional tiled island, which was
specifically created to suit the shape and
size of the setting. In a deep black finish
and featuring an integrated induction
hob, oven and sink with matching blackfinished mixer tap, the striking piece
succeeds in both form and function. While
this island provides all the necessary
elements for cooking – alongside
an innovative in-built heated reclining
area – the far wall is also essential in
providing a suitable kitchen space, thanks
to its integrated storage shelves and a
spacious fridge freezer – both of which
sit snugly in alcoves within the wall.
Beyond its practical applications, the
monolithic island neatly dissects the
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large living space into a dining area at
the front and a multifunctional lounge
to the rear of the barn, which currently
houses a table tennis table. To add
to the full complement of amenities,
below the threshing floor resides
a small private guest room with a
double bed and ensuite bathroom
that is heated by its own tiled stove.
Though the project is undeniably
striking, it didn’t come without its
challenges. Due to its rural farmyard
location, the land itself had shifted
over time since the first building was
erected. As a result of the rising land,
a step was introduced between the
building an inner courtyard, which
also acts as a theatrical stage and
entry to the open-air living room.
Connections between the interior and
exterior were sympathetically treated

With such a large space, the visual drama created by the contrasting
black kitchen and rustic walnut dining table works well to draw the eye
and create a cosier feel by homing in on this particular area, rather than
allowing the large, airy atmosphere to dominate
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Housing bathroom, bedroom and
kitchen facilities, the barn boasts all
the necessary practical amenities
and plentiful space for entertainment.
The bathroom employs a different
aesthetic to the barn’s kitchen; with
a monochromatic suite and shapely
tiled floor, the wooden surfaces are
used to add warmth to the scheme,
while the green-framed windows and
vibrant green shower curtain inject
character and colour into the space

Glass tiles within the roof of the barn allow
light to infiltrate the building during the
day, while at night, the building becomes
an artistic statement – with strips of warm
light surrounding the entire upper half – it
appears as a monolithically-sized lantern

within the design, so as to retain the
original countryside charm of the
barn building. The open areas, that
are typical of a barn structure, were
reinterpreted as an interesting design
focal point. Wooden pivoting and
folding doors were fitted to allow the
living area to be closed away after use,
while the glass tiles – which make up
10% of the refurbished roof – admit
light during the day, creating a natural
source of ambient lighting. Equally, at
night the tiles allow the artificial light to
infiltrate out of the barn in small slats
and squares, which enhances the
artistic quality of the property, allowing
it to appear as a monolithic lantern
or light structure. This truly unique
project showcases a real interplay
between art, design and nature.
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